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Canon



SLR-DC Housings The Ikelite SLR-DC housing takes full advantage of the digital SLR camera’s innovative features. The housing is injection molded of clear, lightweight polycarbonate for strength, visual access to the camera, LCD screens and camera controls. The housing provides controls for most camera functions. Most Ikelite SLR-DC housings include conversion circuitry that provide TTL compatibility with the latest Ikelite DS Substrobes. Many housings also include a Flash Compensation Module which provides over and under-exposure compensation in the TTL mode and easily allow you to switch to Manual Exposure Mode which provides eight power settings. All exposure compensation is done on the back of the housing. There is no need to access complicated camera menus.



EOS EOS EOS EOS EOS EOS



5D 20D 30D 40D 350D, Rebel XT 400D, Rebel XTi



Ikelite Compact Digital Still Housings for Canon • Fuji • Nikon • Olympus • Sony



D40, D40X D50 D70, 70s D80 D200 D300



Ikelite offers housings for more than fifty different digital still camera models to meet the diverse demands of the underwater photographer community. Ikelite’s Compact Digital Still Housings are molded of clear polycarbonate. Dive while knowing your system is safe and have complete visual access to the camera, LCD, monitor and control functions. Most housings are rated to 60m (200’).



Olympus



Ikelite AF35 AutoFlash Kit



Fuji



S-5 Pro



Nikon



E-330 E-410 E-500 E-510 E-3



Fits most compact digital camera housings.



Ikelite • Canon • Olympus • Sony



Sony A100 A700



Underwater Systems 50 W. 33rd. Street Indianapolis, IN 46208 317-923-4523



www.ikelite.com



The AF35 AutoFlash replicates your camera’s flash for automatic exposure in any situation. You only have to know how to point. The AF35 AutoFlash kit is an effortless and affordable way to add an external flash to your point-andshoot camera system. Everything you need to get started is in the box - just attach it to the bottom of your housing and start taking pictures!
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Questionnaire When you’ve got a spare minute could you do me a favour and complete the very short questionnaire by following this link: www.pr-productions.co.uk/questionnaire



It’s intention is to find out what you think about UwP and the articles you would like to see in the future. It shouldn’t take much more than a minute to complete and there’s even a chance for you to “have your say”! I will now put my tin helmet on and, hopefully, await your responses...



A Big Issue Whenever I’ve banged on about how UwP is unplanned and how each issue uses up virtually all of the submissions I was really trying to prepare you for the time when submissions were scarce and resulted in a much smaller issue than normal. I’m delighted to say that this issue has gone the other way and is bursting at the seems with content and I hope you enjoy it. For me one particularly nice aspect about UwP is dealing with
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Editorial contributors for whom English is not their first language. The purist snobs would say “Only use what is grammatically correct” but I think UwP is richer for its diversity of prose and captures the wide ranging spirit of its contributors.



Contributions thank you For most of last year I encouraged you to make donations to UwPs contributors who provide their time, knowledge and talent without charge. Without them UwP would have to charge you to read it or, worse still, would have to shut down. I am delighted to report that £642 was donated by 59 UwP readers during 2007 and this was distributed in January on a page pro rata basis. What was also most gratifying was the reaction from all of the contributors who expressed genuine surprise and deep gratitude that their contributions had been appreciated so much. They would like to thank all the contributors in return. The campaign to raise donations for contributors will continue because, as I always say when I e mail them to



thank them after each Issue of UwP is completed, without UwP contributors, there would be no UwP. Thanks again and please consider your support during 2008. www.uwpmag.com/donate.html



Sharks bite back Sometimes it takes two events to polarise yet focus a situation. On almost the same day in the UK recently, the cinema release of ‘Sharkwater’ coincided with the tragic death of a diver during a shark feeding trip in the Bahamas. ‘Sharkwater’ is a personal crusade of a film to highlight the needless slaughter of millions of sharks each year yet its message has been nullified so negatively by the loss of one human’s life in what many people have refered to as a ‘tragic accident’. Tragic, most certainly, accident, most certainly not. The dictionary definition of an accident is ‘an event without apparent cause’. The tragic irony in this case is that the cause was baited water used to attract sharks for thrill. Used to enable us to get close enough to them to take their photograph and return home like a digital trophy hunter. Not for research or to observe them performing naturally in their habitat but to perform for our shallow



gratification. And when they behave ‘accidentally’ it becomes ‘tragic’. Tragic, most certainly, and especially for this particular family, but a million times more so for the sharks. The media will spit the hard fought message of ‘Sharkwater’ in our faces and perpetuate the myth because we, the diving and underwater photography community, have provided them with the perfect fodder. Proof that they are mindless killers and as such they only deserve to be killed. I have been on a trip with the operater involved and can wholly endorse his knowledge, preparation and safety procedures. Nothing more could have been done to ensure our safety underwater. The problem is that we were dealing with an unnatural situation in which wild animals were being encouraged to act both naturally and unnaturally and as such we have to accept the consequences. Those consequences rarely ever happen but when they do, we have to accept that by being there and doing what we did we are responsible for affecting the way the general public perceive sharks.



Peter Rowlands



[email protected] www.uwpmag.com



News, Travel & Events BSoUP Splash In July 12, 2008



Are you the UK’s top underwater photographer?



Wetpixel LLC is proud to announce the immediate availability of issue #2 of Wetpixel Quarterly magazine. In its trademark landscape-oriented, high-resolution format, issue #2 celebrates the lifelong work of James D. Watt, one of the pioneers of modern underwater photography. Jim will always be remembered for his boundless energy and generosity as a photographer, educator, and friend. Wetpixel Quarterly #2 also features the work of the talented staff behind the scenes at the magazine and at its electronic sister publication, Wetpixel.com. Featured staff photographers include Alex Mustard, Eric Cheng, Mike Veitch, Luiz Rocha, Cor Bosman, Julie Edwards, Herb Ko, James Wiseman, Todd Mintz, Matt Segal, Elijah Woolery, William Heaton, and Leslie Harris. Wetpixel Quarterly #2 has shipped to subscribers worldwide, who can expect to receive their issues in 1-3 weeks. Individual copies are available at



www.wetpixelquarterly.com



www.uwpmag.com



The quest is on to find the UK’s top underwater photographer. The title will be decided at the second annual British Splash-In championships being staged at Plymouth on Saturday, July 12, 2008 by the British Society of Underwater Photographers (BSoUP) in association with the National Marine Aquarium. The winner of the title - chosen by an independent panel of judges - will be jetting off to the Red Sea to enjoy a fabulous one-week liveaboard trip donated by Tony Backhurst Scuba Travel. Running alongside the championships is a print competition that will be judged by the thousands of visitors flocking to the Aquarium from June 21. An independent panel of judges will also award the top prize of a Red Sea Eco Village diving holiday donated by Oonasdivers. The home waters section of the print competition is being run in conjunction with The Wildlife Trusts, who are seeking images of colourful and exotic-looking marine wildlife with a theme of “I can’t believe it’s



the UK.” Said BSoUP chairman J.P. Trenque: “The event is open to any qualified diver or snorkeller and we hope that users of compact cameras as well as those with more advanced equipment will test their skills in this unique way. The winners of the oneday shootouts staged by the various local underwater photographic groups in the UK are also invited to take part. “All facing the same conditions underwater and working within a specific timeframe in the vicinity of Plymouth on that particular day, the battle is to produce the one image that is judged to be the best and worthy of the title.” In addition to the two major prizes, other generous sponsorship for the Splash-In and the print competition is being provided by Ocean Optics, Cameras Underwater, Mike’s Dive Stores, AP Valves, Ocean Visions and the National Marine Aquarium. Full details of both events can be found on BSoUP’s web site:



www.bsoup.org 41/



To any of you that are against the slaughter of whales by the Japanese in the name of research, here is a link to a petition that will be handed to the International Whaling Commission. The target is 1 million signatures, when I signed there were 966,978 so its not very far off. It only takes a few seconds, so if you care - please go to the link and add your name. Please also forward this link to you anyone else you know who cares for whales.



catch and bycatch. Can you point us in the right direction of photographers who might have such photos? For us, the goal is to bring the fish and the overfishing to life. Thanks and best wishes, Joseph Gordon



The HeinrichsWeikamp external TTL converter



Resellers welcome!



www.pewtrusts.org



OUT OF THE BOXEXTERNAL CONNECTALLANALOGSTRO external TTL converter Resellers welcome! DIGITAL$3,2CAMERAI



The HeinrichsWeikamp



The HeinrichsWeikamp



external TTL converter



OUT OF THE BOXEXTERNAL44,CONVERTER OUT OF THE BOXEXTERNAL44,CONVERTER CONNECTALLANALOGSTROBESTOYOUR CONNECTALLANALOGSTROBESTOYOUR Italy INTHESTROBE DIGITAL$3,2CAMERAINACINCH DIGITAL$3,2CAMERAINACINCH Resellers welcome!



www.whalesrevenge.com



I work with Pew Environment Group on ocean and fish conservation campaigns. In our publications and public outreach we are in great need of photos of fish that occur in US federal waters, and of commercial fishing technology in action. For example, we’d love a great photograph of a red snapper swimming in their habitat, or longlines being set or pulled in with
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INTHESTROBE



www.ddexhibition.org INTHESTROBE
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ONTHE PLUGTWO HOUSINGS BULKHEAD



www.heinrichsweikamp.com
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Shore-based Underwater Photography Workshops for Beginners with Maria Munn







14th September 2008 Maria Munn of Ocean Visions is no stranger to taking underwater photography workshops with Emperor Divers. This latest workshop is unique in being a hands-on learning experience at a fun and friendly pace giving great results fast to complete beginners. Being shore-based means that guests get to really concentrate on particular dive sites and ‘marine models’ instead of travelling to new sites each day on a liveaboard. Maria will help to develop your photography skills by working with your own equipment as well as exploring extra creative ideas. Based at Emperor’s established centre in Nuweiba - renowned for its canvass of spectacular photographic models - this course is sure to give you the confidence to go for better shots. You will benefit from the comfort of familiar dives and from the www.uwpmag.com



friendly support and encouragement from Maria, Emperor Divers’ staff and a small group of like-minded photographers. During the trip Maria will hold regular debriefs to discuss the diving and photography as well as fun, informal presentations where you get involved in enhancing your photography. External flashguns and different lenses are available to hire so you can see what suits you before splashing out on expensive equipment. There will be slideshows in the evenings showing the days events and all photographs will be judged at the end of the week with lots of prizes to be won.



Up c o mi ng I nternatio nal Ph oto & Video Co mpetitio ns March is a pretty big month for underwater competition deadlines, followed by a quiet April. Good luck to all! March 1st



Underwater Images 2008



www.uwimages.org



March 10th



4th Eastern Mediterranean Underwater Photography and Film Festival



www.emu.edu.tr/underwater/festival.htm



March 15th



2008 Scuba Diving Magazine Photo Contest



www.scubadiving.com/photo_video



March 31st



Wildlife Photographer of the Year Competition



www.nhm.ac.uk



www.emperordivers.com
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Komodo Photo Workshop MV Siren



Have Maluku Divers found a “new” frogfish?



27th September – 7th October 2008



We have a very special photography workshop with multiple award winning underwater photographer, Gerald Rambert. With numbers reduced to just 14, every attention to detail will be given to improving your photography. We also have a professional underwater model for you to work with. Finally Kitty Jempson, herself a successful underwater photographer and scuba instructor will be on hand to improve your techniques whilst shooting. This trip is also open to videographers. £1,450.00 excluding flights. You will also have a chance to win a FREE trip! www.worldwidediveandsail.com
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suggest it was a variation of a striped frogfish and recommended we look towards some real scientists. Since then we have contacted several top fish identification experts to see if they can establish the scientific details of the specimen. The frogfish is one of a pair and is about 10cm long. Anyone with suggestions as to the scientific name of the specimen, please email



[email protected]



The team at Maluku Divers recently rediscovered a very interesting frogfish in Ambon Bay. During a dive on Laha which is just fifteen minutes from the dive facility and newly refurbished en-suite resort accommodation on the southern coast of Ambon, in the village of Latuhalat, divemaster Toby Fadirsyair and owner Buck Randolph were incredibly excited to spot this little specimen. Toby has been diving this region for over 18 years and after surfacing, said he had only seen this species once before and that was 15 years ago. The decision was quickly made for Buck to get a camera while Toby descended to keep an eye on his find. Afterwards, they realised that they couldn’t identify exactly what type of frogfish Maluku Divers contacted authors Beth and Shaun Tierney who visited Ambon in 2007. They were equally excited but despite a lot of searching could only



FotoSubmex and Original Extreme Experience are organizing the first international event of underwater photography in Mexico. This year, Mexican coasts will be ready for this first edition of fotosubmex 2008. This championship will allow photographers the opportunity to take pictures in two completely different marine ecosystems and to discover the secrets under the beautiful Mexican coasts. In each site, photographers will do four dives to take the best pictures. FotoSubmex 2008 will take place in two Protected Natural Areas , starting June 1st en Veracruz, in the Gulf of Mexico, and continuing June 4th in La Paz, in the Sea of Cortez. June 7th we will travel to Mexico City and next day we will assist to the prizes presentation.



www.original-extreme.com
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Underwater Photo Workshops with Mauricio Handler



Understanding Sharks with Grant Bates Tuesday March 11th 2008 Ocean Optics, London



Statia, N. A. May 10-17, 2008 Sipadan Water Village, Borneo Nov 1-8, 2008



For this years Caribbean Workshop, I have chosen the beautiful, quaint and unique Island of St. Eustatius (Statia). Statia’s Marine Park was just awarded the status of National Marine Park. This in itself will give even further protection and credibility to this very successful underwater park. The workshop will cover wide-angle natural and mixedlighting, macro and extreme macro, composition and telling a story as well as Digital workflow. In addition I will cover all aspects of Maintenence. Subject matter include: 300 foot Charlie B wreck, cannons, old Anchors, volcanic sand (unique macro) with Flying Gurnards and Pipe Fin Blennies. I will be offering one on one advice and guidance. This workshop will take your photography level to new heights and is open to all skill levels. This years Pacific Underwater workshop will take place on Sipadan Water Village Resort on the island of Mabul. Built on wooden stilts over www.uwpmag.com



GDT European Wildlife Photographer of the Year 2008 the Celebes Sea, SWV is simply breathtaking. Mabul and Kapalai Islands are probably the most exciting places in the world for macro, while Sipadan Island is world-famous for its biodiversity and marine life abundance. These three Islands will be our photographic canvas’s during this week of learning and photography skill building. For those wishing to extend their stay, Sipadan Water Village’s 2008 Photo week will follow this workshop. Join Mauricio Handler and Marty Snyderman in this week of informal lectures and presentations as well as a photo competition. This international event is in its 4rth year and is a great place to network and expand your skills after the workshop.



The “Gesellschaft Deutscher Tierfotografen” (GDT) invites all amateur and professional photographers from all over Europe to participate in this contest. The main object of the contest is to illustrate the high quality and the specific style of European wildlife photography by excellent pictures from Europe and all over the world and to promote general awareness for nature conservation through the means of photography. Photographs can be entered in 8 different categories (Birds, Mammals, Other Animals, Plants + Fungi, Landscapes, The Underwater World, Man and Nature, Nature’s Studio) as digital photos or as slides. Closing date for both awards is Thursday, 26th June 2008.



www.gdtfoto.de



We’re delighted that our good friend Grant Bates has agreed to make a special presentation for Ocean Optics - Mavericks Diving about sharks and the Shark Trust. Grant is a Shark Trust trustee and a shark expert who has dived with them around the world. He will provide you with an intriguing insight into shark biology that will really increase your understanding of sharks and enrich your next diving experience with them. Grant will also explain about his work with the Shark Trust and expand on how, as individual divers, we can each contribute to their protection. The Shark Trust is an organisation that Ocean Optics Mavericks Diving supports. With Grant’s help we launched Shark Day at London Aquarium last year. If you are as addicted to sharks as we are, you won’t want to miss Grant’s presentation. £5.00 per head, all proceeds to the Shark Trust



www.oceanoptics.co.uk
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March 15th -27th 2008, Brixton, London



Tin Fish is a group of four individual artists including Carina Hall, Marie Hart, Danielle Ward and Becky Metcalfe.  ‘Fragile Existence’ is Tin Fish’s first collaborating exhibition whose aim is to share their diverse styles and ideas with the public in an exhilarating way. The group produces their work in a variety of different mediums and between them they have backgrounds in Fine Art, Textiles, Photography and Sculpture.  They produce Art that is pure, subtle and focuses on their own deceptions of the surrounding
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environment.  Carina Hall documents fragile moments found in nature where she illustrates the effects that reflections, light, movement and water have on landscapes and underwater scenes. This heightens the surreal feel she likes to portray in her images. Carina enjoys discovering patterns created under the surface of the water; the way in which sunlight, clouds and colours of the underwater landscape move and are reflected back onto the water.



www.redgategallery.co.uk



DIVEQUEST The Ultimate in Diving



Bahamas Turks & Caicos Tobago, Dominica Bonaire, Venezuela Little Cayman, Cozumel, Belize Honduras, South Africa & Mozambique Thailand, Sipadan, Mabul Layang Layang Derawan & Sangalaki Bali, Komodo, Wakatobi, Manado, Kungkungan Bay



Palau, Yap, Truk Bikini Atoll Australia’s Coral Sea Papua New Guinea, Solomons French Polynesia Fiji, Hawaii, Sea of Cortez Revillagigedo Islands Cocos & Malpelo Islands The Galapagos Wrecks of Palau



Plus Underwater Photography Group Trips and Courses with leading photographers: Martin Edge, Linda Dunk, Malcolm Hey, Charles Hood, Gavin Anderson and Alex Mustard.



DIVEQUEST ATOL Protected 2937



The Ultimate in Underwater Photography Adventures Telephone: 01254-826322



Photo by Pat Morrissey



‘Fragile Existence’



www.uwpmag.com e-mail [email protected] website: www.divequest.co.uk



Celebrate the Sea Manila Ocean Park Philippines 13-15 June 2008



Following the success of the 2007 festival OceanNEnvironment Australia is pleased to announce in collaboration with the Department of Tourism (DOT) and the Philippines Commission on Sports Scuba Diving (PCSSD), to present the 7th ‘Celebrate the Sea Marine Imagery Festival Philippines 2008’. Celebrate the Sea is the biggest underwater pictures festival outside of Europe where the ‘World Festival of Underwater Pictures’ (Festival Mondial de l’Image Sous Marine) is staged annually in Antibes, France, now in its 35th year. Celebrate the Sea festival is seen as the dominant www.uwpmag.com



platform to promote conservation providing education and entertainment to create greater awareness of our ocean environment. The world’s best marine images and films have a powerful effect on both the diving and non-diving community. The 2008 festival will comprise of imagery presentations and seminars by a panel of world renowned image makers and marine scientists such Peter Scoones, cinematographer of the BBC Blue Planet series, Dr Phil Nyutten, David Doubilet, Jennifer Hayes and Emory Kristof of National Geographic, Dr Carden Wallace, coral scientist, Fred Buyle – four times world free diving champion, Scott Tuason, author and underwater photographer and Daniel Mercier – founder World Underwater Picture Festival will be on site to officiate the festival. Photographers and films makers, send in your entries now to compete in Asia Pacific’s most prestigious international underwater imagery competition where the premier prize is the conferred title of ‘President, Grand Award of Highest Achievement 2008’ with US$2000 as prize money.



www.CelebratetheSea.com
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Orca Divers Underwater Photography Competition 2007 Orca Divers, a PADI 5* IDC Scuba Diving School based in Chorlton, Manchester recently held their annual underwater photography exhibition and competition. The prizes for this annual event, totaling over £2000, included an Inon Fish-Eye Lens, a diving holiday for 2 people with Emperor Divers, Photography Equipment and Courses from Orca Divers, a Mares Airtrim Origin Sport BCD; TUSA mask, fins and snorkel of choice and an Atomic Mask. 31 entries were displayed under 2 categories: Warm Water and UK Waters. The judges, Kirk Mottershead and Bec Garland, two professional photographers from Manchester, chose an overall best in show, and then winners and runners-up in each category. There were also prizes for the top 2 photographs as chosen by the Orca Divers Club members who attended the event. Ben Downes, from Antrobus, won the top prize of the Overall Best in Show with his superb wreck shot taken on an Orca Divers trip to Egypt and he also took the prize for the Best Underwater Photograph taken in UK waters with a Blenny taken on a trip to North Wales.
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Liam Byres, from West Didsbury, won the top prize for a photograph taken in warmer water and also won the Orca Divers Club Member’s choice with photos taken in Hamata. The runners-up in each category were: Lyndon Saunders, David Pilgrim and Doug Robertson. The standard of competition was superb. Nick Robertson-Brown, owner of Orca Divers, who teaches underwater photography courses said “We are already looking forward to next year’s competition. We had some great entries and the judges found it really difficult to pick out the best photographs. We had photos taken from all around the world, from Egypt, the Caribbean, Indonesia and of course from our UK waters as well.” Orca Divers would like to thank Ocean Optics, Emperor Divers, Mares, CPS Partnership and Typhoon International for the generous donation of prizes for this competition.



Ben Downes, from Antrobus, won the top prize of the Overall Best in Show Doug Robertson



Ben Downes



www.orcadivers.com
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3rd Annual Wetpixel and DivePhotoGuide International Underwater Photography & Video Competition Winners IN ASSOCIATION WITH OUR WORLD UNDERWATER



Wetpixel.com, DivePhotoGuide.com and Our World Underwater are proud to announce the winners of the 3rd annual international underwater photography & video competition. Winners were announced during the Friday & Saturday night film festivals and exhibited all weekend to a packed crowd at Our World Underwater in Chicago.



Best of Show & Environment/Conservation. Borut Furlan (Slovenia) “Shark & Diver”



Wide Angle Unrestricted . Gold: Dale Sanders (USA) “Salmon”



www.uwpmag.com
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Macro Traditional Gold: Mike Roberts (USA) “Urchin Abstract



Macro Unrestricted. Gold: Andres Salesjo (Sweden) “Shark Egg”
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Compact Camera Gold: Julie Lucas (USA) “Boobie” Wide Angle Traditional . Gold: Douglas Hofman (USA) “B+W Whale”



www.uwpmag.com



Click on the link below to go to the Tech-Talk Newsletter



www.urprofilters.com



New Products



Sealux CC40 Canon EOS 40D housing



Ikelite Olympus E3 housing due in March



Introducing a full-featured yet affordable underwater housing for the Olympus E-3 Digital SLR Camera. The compact, clear polycarbonate case provides visibility of its o-ring seals and corrosion-free performance up to a depth of 200ft (60m). Controls are provided for most camera functions and kept water-tight with Ikelite pioneered Quad-Ring seal glands--proven to be the most reliable method of sealing controls. A full range of dome and flat ports accommodate most macro, wide-angle and zoom lenses. Port attachment is quick and easy with a simple locking system and clear view of the port o-ring seal. Lens port not included. A large zoom control knob can be comfortably reached without removing your hand from the handle. The housing includes TTL
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conversion circuitry that operates perfectly with current model Ikelite DS SubStrobes. See strobe requirements by serial number. Two pushbuttons on the back of the housing put precise exposure control right at your fingertips. While in TTL mode the circuitry provides four 1/2 f/stop increments over or under flash compensation that is added to or subtracted from any compensation entered into the camera. Manual mode provides eight manual power settings in half-stop increments. Other manufacturers’ strobes can be used, but they cannot provide iTTL exposure or be adjusted manually through the housing. Sync cords for the attachment of Nikonos, Inon, or Sea & Sea strobes are available.



The proven reliable Ikelite bulkhead allows for fail-safe connection of external strobes. Rightangle positioning relieves stress on the sync cord even when the housing is laid on its back. Controls are provided for every camera function except the flash up button and light button for the top LCD window. Camera settings can be viewed in the rear LCD screen on night dives. The AEL/AEL button can be activated with your thumb while holding the handle. The Release Handles allow easy attachment and removal of SubStrobe mounting arms at the touch of a button. Two screws remove the handle and tray assembly for traveling.



The CC40 is machined from solid aluminium and has standard controls for Power ON-OFF, release knob, main dial, mode selection, ISO and flash +/- adjustment, operating switch, White-Balance, LCD illumination, keys for AF-ON, AE storage and AF-measuring field selection, multi-controller key, Quick dialer with adjustment key, keys for menu, replay, delete, jump, INFO, picture style, zoom, lens release. Flash sockets: You have the choice. For a reliable eTTL control with Canon system flashguns you need the S6 socket. For flashguns of the manufacturer Sea&Sea, Ikelite we recommend the five-pole flash socket with flexible contacts. For Subtronic analogue flashguns the five-pole flash socket with fixed contacts is probably the best choice.



www.ikelite.com



www.sealux.de www.uwpmag.com



Seatool XTi housing Canon has again revolutionized the photographic landscape with the latest incarnation of their Digital Rebel line, the Canon Digital Rebel XTi (aka EOS 400D or Kiss 400D depending on your location). The 400D is a very compact, yet full featured Digital SLR camera with an affordable price tag. But perhaps the most compelling feature of this new camera is its small size, only 127x94x65mm (5x3.7x2.6in) and weight, only 556 g (19.6 oz). This makes the Rebel XTi the perfect choice for the compact digital user who is wanting to move up to a SLR camera, but has been reluctrant to do so due to the size and weight of traditional SLR cameras. In keeping with the compact form of this exceptional camera, Seatool is proud to offer yet another



TRAYS, PIVOTS AND ARMS FOR CAMERAS, HOUSINGS, STROBES AND LIGHTS revolutionary housing that brings underwater SLR performance to divers worldwide with the most compact SLR housing ever offered.



www.seatoolusa.com



The original arm with O-rings in the balls for ease of use. Accept no imitations. Your quest for the best arm system is over. Once you have an Ultralight arm you will never need to upgrade.



Used by more underwater photographers than any other arm system. www.uwpmag.com



Visit our website www.ulcs.com E mail: [email protected] 41/17
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Seacam Seaflash 250 The Seaflash is a new generation for submersible strobe, complete with a sturdy aluminum cast housing enclosing sophisticated electronics supplied by Subtronic, one of Europe’s leading electronics innovators. Power comes from Nicad batteries. Charging is accomplished in two -hours or less, and a battery capacity display with LEDs lets the photographer know how much power remains. An undervoltage circuit breaker prevents total discharge, eliminating potential damage to the Nicad power source. There are 3 performance classes of the Seacam Seaflash, but common features on each strobe include TTL exposure, textured reflector, a glass dome, slave and signal flash function, automatic charger. A pilot (model) light that may be dimmed by 60% is available. When working with shy, reclusive fish, this combination autofocus assist and aiming light may be the only way to get the shot. There are 2 operating modes to assure precise exposure in both TTL automatic and manual settings. Ergonomic rotary switches are illuminated to provide correct operation even in the dark. In manual there are 7 power levels in steps of one aperture each, and in TTL up to 3 different TTL systems with automatic www.uwpmag.com



recognition systems may be built-in. A ready light is visible through the camera viewfinder, and with a quick 2.5second recycle time, photo-ops will not be lost due to slow recycle. Temperature: The combination of a tinted, color corrected flashtube, textured reflector, and dome glass create natural colors in the underwater environment. There is even an innovative color temperature control controller as an option, allowing any color temperature between 4300 degrees K and 5200 degrees K to be selected. Shooting a peacock flounder on white sand from 6 inches away, dial in a cool color temperature. Shooting a fair skinned model with wide-angle 3 feet away, work at the warm end of the spectrum. A simple yet invaluable concept, executed with elegance and creativity.



www.seacamusa.com 41/19



Aquatica Nikon D3 housing The new State of the Art Aquatica D3 housing for the Nikon D3 full frame camera comes loaded with features making this housing the ideal system for demanding professionals and discerning amateurs alike. A saddle mounting/ locking system allows for easy sliding of the D3 body on two solid rods and there are spring loaded contacts with the Aperture and Speed dials making for flawless and smooth changes to these settings. All D3 housings come standard with dual bulkhead connectors and moisture alarm. Aquatica D3 ports, extensions and lens gears are compatible with all other bayonet mount Aquatica housing. Features include: Bayonet Port: Positive bayonet mounting leaves no doubt that your ports are secure in place and water tight. The bayonet system offers the fastest access to lenses for rapid changing without having to remove the SLR from the housing. Allows use of lenses from a 10.5mm ultra wide to a 200mm macro. Tele-converter port extensions are also available. Port locking mechanism (NEW): a new port locking mechanism is
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integrated in the Aquatica D3 housing; this lock is accessible from the exterior of the housing making port changing a breeze. Fingertip access to all camera menu controls include On-Off, Mode, bracket, Meter position, MSC focus control and AE/AF lock as well as AF preferences. Access to all menu features include review, enlarge and delete, histogram and internal SLR preferences. There is a lens release lever for easy lens changing through the front port with camera installed. The Aquatica D3 uses a viewfinder that derives the biggest and the brightest image possible in full frame viewing to your eye. For an even greater viewing experience the



acclaimed Aqua View can be mounted in minutes and will not block the rear LCD view. Live View (NEW): The Aquatica D3 housing give the user access to the Live View feature of the Nikon D3 camera.



Depth rating: 300 feet/90 meters Size: 91/2 x 8 1/2 x 5 3/4 / 241mm x 216mm x 146 mm Weight: 8 lb / 3.628 kg



www.aquatica.ca www.uwpmag.com



Ocean Geographic is a high quality photographic journal that features the finest arts and images of the sea. Each edition of Ocean Geographic is a visual adventure of discoveries, exploration and dives into provoking issues that guarantee to inform, inspire and invigorate. The board of editors and senior contributors are comprised of Michael AW, David DOUBILET, Dr Gerry ALLEN, Doug PERRINE, Dr Carden WALLACE, Emory KRISTOF, Stan WATERMAN, Dr Alex MUSTARD, Jennifer HAYES, Christopher LEE, WYLAND and Amos NACHOUM. ‘Ocean Geographic’ - its wonderful! Fabulous imagery, reproduction and features - pure class! I’m still enjoying it! Gemma Webster, Competition Officer Shell Wildlife Photographer of the Year,The Natural History Museum, UK



Join now as Charter memver and you will be part of our quest for discoveries and a partner in the conservation of our ocean planet. You will be eminently recognised for sharing our vision with your name inserted in all future editions of Ocean Geographic and in the web domain of Ocean Geographic Society. Membership Benefits: Four issues - Ocean Geographic Journal Free pass to the World Festival of Underwater Pictures - Antibes Free Master pass to ‘Celebrate the Sea Festival’ Ocean Geographic Limited edition print - (Dec 2008) Membership to OneOcean Alliance Frequent Diver program - 1000 bonus points Australia and Singapore A/S$50 per year Charter Member International: USD88 (airmail) or Classic One year subscription for Ocean Geographic - USD 68 (airmail) www.OceanGeographic.org : www.OGSociety.org



www.uwpmag.com
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Olympus E-410 and PT-E03 housing by Rob Spray



As you look around a diveboat these days it’s hard to avoid the feeling that every diver has a camera. I blame Olympus who helped create this niche by making dive housings for most of their output since the late nineties - ever since the PT-003 for the C-900. Now there’s a great choice of excellent small cameras from numerous manufacturers. While low end competition is cutthroat Olympus are still ahead in the breadth of models they house, from point and shoot up through their range to the SLRs. Having seeded the market it may now be the top end which they will bring within easier reach. To see if their new kid is out of its depth we took it on a fun November weekend in Plymouth with the last of the good(ish) weather.



A housing comparison, the PT-E03 against the PT-E02. Its much smaller but the lens ports will be the same size. The port for the 14-42mm kit lens has a larger port than ideal but might even be useful for under/over shooting - compared to the Olympus dome port on the 02. The E-410 and kit lens weigh 2.5kg housed where the E-330 in equivalent trim is nearing 3.5kg. Once the E-410 was paired with a smaller strobe such as the UFL1 the difference could exceed 2kg.



The camera One promise of Olympus’ chosen 4/3 sensor system was that smaller cameras would be possible. This has been an empty threat as the first four ESeries cameras were no smaller than average but at last that has changed. The E-410 is the smallest digital SLR available. Handling one will bring back happy memories for those with a film history. It’s not quite a wafer thin, retro OM clone but feels dense and well built though even including the kit lens it’s lighter than an OM-1 body. It’s definitely not the bulky plastic monster that seems to be today’s ‘small’ SLR. The E-410 is such a rapid update to the physically identical E-400, that it is clearly the model that was originally intended.
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The major change is the switch from a Kodak to a Panasonic sensor – still 10 Megapixel– which allows Liveview and other refinements. It still has two card slots, one each for Compactflash and xD memory, and can fill both or copy between the two. The phrase ‘kit lens’ doesn’t normally set pulses racing but the standard zoom is a tiny 1442mm unit (28-84mm in 35mm film terms) which is sharp, light and focuses down to 24cm from the sensor. It’s a great general purpose lens and a cracking starting point for use underwater. Most kit lenses are makeweights, but this one is worth its weight in gold - although not very much – it only weighs 190 grams. The rear LCD is 2.5” but doesn’t look gross



since the sparse buttons leave space for a decent layout and comfortable grip. Of course the screen can show the Liveview but also does excellent service on playback, with the first use I’ve seen of the orientation sensor for review. As well as tagging images portrait or landscape at capture it uses the same sensor so that portrait pictures show full screen if you stand the camera up on end. I’m sure there are other cameras which do this but it’s a nice touch for an ‘entry level’ SLR. It doesn’t feel cheap and you don’t pay a premium for compactness. Although nominally the entry level Olympus it’s better built than equivalent competitors and without having its functionality crippled like some. www.uwpmag.com



The housing It’s all very well making a cute camera but no benefit underwater if you’re forced to buy an expensive, bulky case. Every style has its place but a compact, cost effective option is a great way to bring people into the hobby. Olympus’ previous SLR housings were heavy duty beauties, rated to 60m and built to fight on equal terms with the big names in the field. Now the little E-410 has earned a neat 40m case which provides all the protection a normal diver will need, the polycarbonate is thick and rigid. The PT-E03 is closer to its SLR brothers than its compact cousins but saves half a kilo and is considerably smaller. The case closely follows the body but includes a power bulge so that the flash can be raised. The port thread is the same as the other PTEs but the housing aperture tapers and has been reduced in bulk as far as possible. A (relatively) mass produced case allows the creation of these specialised parts where they are needed, so the drive to reduce bulk and cost can be done with a conscience. The catches are smaller than on other PT-Es but well proven and protected from accidental release. The rigidity of the case ensures the seals stay in even contact and keeping the case small helps keep it stiff. Like www.uwpmag.com



The new baby, the E-410 in its PT-E03 housing with the housed FL-36 flash on a Fantasea tray and flexarm. smaller Olympus cases the PT-E03 is rounded rather than rectangular – to reduce stress and distortion. Double ‘o’-rings seal the rear door, the hinge taking the place of two catches on other PT-E cases. After greasing, the ‘o’ rings need a while to relax into the detour over the flash but some time spent shut fixes that. Two camera controls aren’t brought out, they’re caught between the pop-up flash inside and the strobe bulkhead on the case and so can’t be reached with reasonably simple buttons. One is the release for the



Neither housing is smothered with buttons but the loss of the E-330’s extra liveview modes sheds 3 controls. The power bulge for the flash disguises adds to the height of the otherwise well tailored case. flash and the other the drive mode button. Both are redundant and can be accomplished by other means. Drive is one of the top level parameters along with ISO, white balance, flash mode, metering, focus mode, card, compression and colour rendition - which can be accessed through the rear panel status display. Just press OK and the cursor keys select the parameter you can change with the



dial. The E-410 is the base model in the range and whilst it doesn’t lack for facilities or image quality beside its larger range mates the lack of real estate does mean less buttons - so users need to be familiar with the back panel control options. Some reviewers have missed this parallel control path, perhaps it’s not so critical on the surface but underwater this simple aggregation is very useful under duress. With the PT-E02 for the E330 I complained that the bulkhead connector was vulnerable – it sprouted from the corner of the case. On the PT-E03 it’s tucked in beside the flash bulge. Used with the right angled Olympus plugs this minimises the chance of snagging. It’s a much better arrangement, hopefully the cases for the FL-20 and FL-36 with be revised to follow suit. Underwater On the surface the camera and its cute kit lens are great to use; fast and light - ideal as a holiday SLR. Underwater this translates into a body which occupies little more space than a large compact - such as a C7070. The port is a different matter but the kit unit is as short as possible, though flared to eliminate vignetting at the wide end of the lens. It’s not a compact but quite clearly a size down
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from ‘full size’ SLRs like the E-330. Underwater the 410 was good company and as the housing is rated to 40m the buttons are less stiffly sprung than 60m housings. I added a Fantasea tray and arm to support my housed FL-36 and the combination worked very well. The 18” offset of the flexarm gave good scatter free lighting even in Plymouth’s 5-6m November vis. The wide end of the kit lens is the equivalent of 28mm (75 degrees) and useful for scenery and larger animals - including buddies! The minimum focus distance might seem large to compact users but remember it is quoted from the plane of the sensor. Although specified as 24cm I measured 20cm – which equates to only around 7cm from the end of the lens when zoomed in. The telephoto end is equivalent to 84mm and gives reasonable near macro performance for smallish animals. Unlike the E-330 the E-410 offers only mirror lock up liveview, it doesn’t have the extra sensor to implement fulltime viewfinder type liveview. Lock up liveview can’t use the SLR’s normal AF without ‘flapping’ the mirror up and down, which takes a little time. It’s in good company, every new top end SLR has followed this trend, big Canons and Nikons included. Underwater this liveview works for wide views - albeit with shutter lag - but isn’t really suitable for macro subjects. This is the reverse of the situation on land, we can’t always wait still enough to use the liveview for macro. The option to compose wideangle scenes is welcome as it’s sometimes easier to see the 2.5” display at arms length than to contort for the viewfinder. I found the E-330’s liveview more universally useful but this version is cheaper and more compact so it has compensations. Much to my surprise I was able
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to catch some quite small, mobile fish with the kit lens. I thought it might be slow to focus at the tele end of its range but it did a good job and I wish I’d tried harder after a few experimental shots turned out surprisingly well. The kit lens is a great start, very few of the lenses boxed with SLRs are worth the space they occupy but the 14-42mm is compact and sharp which suits the E-410 perfectly. It offers similar (but wider angle) optical functionality to a compact’s 3x zoom but has SLR focus speed and quality – it’s surprising what a different that will make even to mundane scenes. Accessories The flash can be raised but it wouldn’t clear most ports, the intended use is to trigger slave strobes. A lightweight set up would require something smaller than the FL-36 I dived with, though it was an excellent match. The housed flashes are conspicuously bulky beside the PT-E03. With this in mind Olympus now have the small UFL1 slave strobe on their books, clearly a Sea and Sea unit which demonstrates good sense as they know a thing or two about strobes. I hope the partnership bears more fruit as it would be good to have more alternatives to the housed land flashes. Slave strobes are limited to ‘normal’ flash sync speed ( 
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